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**FABRIC REQUIREMENTS**

**Block prints**: One Fat Quarter Bundle (20–18"x22" prints)(27110AB)

**Background**: ½ yard (Bella Solid 9900 98)

**Border**: one yard (27115 11)

**Binding**: ⅛ yard (27111 21)

**Backing**: 3½ yards

**As the crisp air of autumn whirls, a kaleidoscope of lively color dapples the wooded landscape in shades of damson, orange and green. Delight in the season’s melodious “Serenade” of migrating butterflies, brilliant foliage, and meadow thistles.**

**Create a patchwork panorama with these harmonious designs, or make your own amusing kitchen apron with the cut-and-sew panel with a barn owl wisely singing, “Life's a Hoot”. A bountiful harvest of creativity awaits you!**

**CUTTING**

**Block prints**: (cutting inside pattern)

**Background**: 4–3⅞"x WOF strips

subcut 40–3⅞"x 3⅞"

**Border**: 6–5"x WOF strips

sew strips together then cut

2–5"x60½" strips

2–5"x57½" strips

**Binding**: 7–2½"x WOF strips
Quilt is 57" x 69".

**Quilt Construction**

1. **Main Block:** To make one block:
   
   *Remember that this is a scrappy quilt so keep pieces together for each block.*
   
   - **Background:** A: 2 – 3½" x 3½" squares
   - **Print one:** B: cut 4 – 3½" x 3½" squares
   - **Print two:** C: cut 4 – 3½" x 3½" squares
   - **Print three:** D: cut 2 – 6½" x 6½" squares

   *Repeat with all 20 fat quarters.*

   (A) Combine 4 squares to make a four patch. *Press in the direction of the arrows.* Make 2.

   ![Diagram of combining 4 squares](image)

   (B) Layer one 3½" square, right sides together, on one 6½" square. Sew the 3½" square on the diagonal. Trim ¼" away from the stitching. Press to the corner to form a triangle. Make 2.

   ![Diagram of layering and sewing](image)

   (C) Assemble the block. *Press in the direction of the arrows.* Repeat to make 20 blocks.

   ![Diagram of assembling blocks](image)
2. Sew 4 blocks into a row. *Note the rotation of the blocks.* Press in the direction of the arrows. Make 5 rows. Combine the rows.

3. *Always press away from the quilt top.* Add the 2–5"x60½" Borders to the sides of the quilt top. Add the 2–5"x57½" Borders to the top and bottom.

---

4. Sew the 7–2½"x WOF Binding strips together. Layer, quilt and bind. ENJOY!